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ENGLISH

CHINESE
CHARACTER

CHINESE PINYIN

REMARKS

zero
one
two
three
four
five
six

零/0
一/1
二/2
三/3
四/4
五/5
六/6

ling
yi
er
san
si
wu
liu

often writen as 0
often writen as 1
often writen as 2
often writen as 3
often writen as 4
often writen as 5
often writen as 6

seven
eight

七/7
八/8

qi
ba

often writen as 7
often writen as 8

nine
ten
eleven
twenty

九/9
十/10
十一/11
二十/20

jiu
shi
shi yi
er shi

often writen as 9
often writen as 10
shi er = 12, shi san=13, shi si= 14…
er shi yi=21, er shi er = 22, er shi san=23…

thirty
hundred
one hundred and one
thousand

三十/30
百/100
一百零一/101
千/1000

san shi
yi bai
yi bai ling yi
yi qian

dollar
mao
fen

块
毛
分

kuai
mao
fen

"kuai" in money means "dollar"
"mao" in money means "ten cents"
"fen" in money means " cent"

1.3 Chinese dollar

一块三

yi kuai san

1 "kuai"=10"mao"=100"fen"

yi bai yi shi=110, yi bai yi shi er=112, yi bai wu shi wu = 155
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how much is this?

这个多少钱？

zhe ge duo shao qian?

"zhe ge" means "this"

priced at one pack?

是一包的价钱吗？

shi yi bao de jia qian ma?

"yi bao de jia qian" means "price of 1 pack"

how much one pack?

多少钱一包？

duo shao qian yi bao?

"yi bao" means "1 pack"

priced at one dozen?

是一打的价钱吗？

shi yi da de jia qian ma?

"yi da de jia qian" means "price of 1 dozen"

how much one dozen?

多少钱一打？

duo shao qian yi da?

"yi da" means "1 dozen"

priced at one roll?

是一卷的价钱吗？

shi yi juan de jia qian ma?

"yi juan de jia qian" means "price of 1 roll"

how much one roll?

多少钱一卷？

duo shao qian yi juan?

"yi juan" means "1 roll"

priced at one meter?

是一米的价钱吗？

shi yi mi de jia qian ma?

"yi mi de jia qian" means "price of 1 meter"

how much is one
meter?

多少钱一米？

duo shao qian yi mi?

"yi mi" means "1 meter"

priced at one kg?

是一公斤的价钱吗？

shi yi gongjin de jia qian ma?

"yi gongjin de jia qian" means "price of 1 kg"

how much is one kg?

多少钱一公斤？

duo shao qian yi gong jin?

"yi gong jin" means "1 kg"

is this in stock?

是现货吗？

shi xian huo ma?

"xian huo" means "stock"

what's the MOQ?
can MOQ be lower?
mixed design?

起定量是多少？
起定量可以再少吗？
可以混款吗？

qi ding liang shi duo shao?
qi ding liang ke yi zai shao ma?
ke yi hun kuan ma?

"qi ding liang" means "MOQ"
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how many designs
mixed?

多少款混混的？

duo shao kuan hun de?

"duo shao" means "how many" or "hao much"

mixed colors?

可以混色吗？

ke yi hun se ma?

"hun" means "mix", "se" means "color"

how many colors
mixed?

多少色混的？

duo shao se hun de?

can I have a sample?
can I buy a sample?

可以给我样品吗？
可以卖我样品吗？

ke yi gei wo yang pin ma?
ke yi mai wo yang pin ma?

"yang pin "means "sample"
"ke yi ma? "means "can I?" or "is It OK"

can you deliver to my
hotel?

可以送到我酒店吗？

ke yi song dao wo jiu dian ma?

"jiu dian" means "hotel"

can I take a photo?
can I have your card?

可以拍照吗？
名片？

ke yi pai zhao ma?
ming pian?

"pai zhao" means "take a photo"
"ming pian" means "name card"

I will come back later

我迟点再来

wo chi dian zai lai

maybe you will not come back ;-)
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